Results of this case-control study showed that children with ASD
had higher urinary levels of mercury and lead as well as porphyrins
that are characteristic of mercury toxicity as compared to non-ASD
control children. Porphyrins are complex molecules that are
processed in the body through a series of chemical reactions.
Mercury poisons the enzymes that are needed in the process,
causing a buildup in the body of excess levels of specific
porphyrins. The porphyrins for mercury toxicity also correlated
with autism severity in ASD patients.

In a comparison of lymphoblast cells from children with autism and
matched non-autistic controls, a significantly higher number of
“autistic” lymphoblast cell lines showed a reduction in ATP-linked
respiration, maximal respiratory capacity and reserve capacity
indicative of mitochondrial injury when exposed to thimerosal as
compared to control cell lines. This supports the notion that a
subset of individuals with autism (approximately 30%) may be
vulnerable to mitochondrial dysfunction from thimerosal exposure.

This review article includes a section on numerous papers
linking thimerosal exposure via infant vaccines to autism. The
publication also includes a critique of studies supported or
conducted by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) that
deny any associations between exposure to thimerosal in
vaccines and the subsequent development of autism. The
CDC has been criticized by Congress for inherent conflicts of
interest related to its vaccine development activities and role
in vaccine safety oversight.

In this paper, autistic case children show significantly
higher levels of hair mercury as compared to non-autistic
control children. In general, autistic children accumulated
metals at a much higher level that control children who did
not have a diagnosis of autism.

Blood levels of mercury and lead were found to be much
higher in autistic children as compared to normal controls.
Upon chelation, the blood levels of these heavy metals
decreased and autistic symptoms improved, which strongly
supports a causal relationship between metals and the
physical manifestations associated with a diagnosis of
autism.

This review article shows methodological flaws in six
separate CDC studies claiming that thimerosal does not
cause autism. In three specific instances (Madsen et al.
2003, Verstraeten et al. 2003 and Price et al. 2010)
evidence of malfeasance on the part of CDC scientists is
shown. Background data (not reported in print) from these
three publications suggest a strong link between
thimerosal exposure and autism.

This study involves a comparison of autism reports derived from
the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), a federally
supported surveillance program which compares data obtained
from thimerosal-containing versus thimerosal free DTaP
formulations. The investigators reported a relative risk of 7.67
(667% increase) for autism when children were exposed to
thimerosal via the DTaP vaccine to those who received the
thimerosal free formulation.

The protein zinc-metalloprotease-BDNF is upregulated in
the presence of organic mercurials, including thimerosal.
This protein is implicated in the development of large
brains (megalencephaly) and cortical hyperconnectivity in
the brains of children with autism.

In phase one of this study the investigators using Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS) data reported a significantly elevated risk of
developing autism after a child received a DTaP vaccine with thimerosal in
comparison to children who received a thimerosal free DTaP vaccine In the
second phase of the study the investigators using the CDC’s Vaccine Safety
Datalink (VSD) program found that children diagnosed with autism were
much more likely to have received thimerosal containing hepatitis B vaccine
during the first, second and sixth month of life than control children. The
VSD database includes hundreds of thousands of children’s electronic
health data and is used for vaccine safety monitoring.

This CDC authored publication shows that ASD prevalence
rates in Denmark decreased by 30% from 1994 to 2004
after Denmark removed Thimerosal from their vaccines in
1992. This result is directly counter to an earlier study in
2003, the notorious and thoroughly discredited Madsen
study that CDC has nevertheless touted as dispositive of
the thimerosal/autism link.

This paper found peripheral blood lymphocytes from a subset of autistic
children and their unaffected siblings, exhibited greater sensitivity and
higher rates of cell death when exposed to thimerosal than those of
unaffected, unrelated control children. The exposure levels to thimerosal in
this study were the same levels that infants received during vaccinations.
These findings are consistent with the only other thimerosal/B-cell study by
Rose et al. 2015 that found mitochondria were thimerosal targets and that
antioxidant defenses, especially those linked to glutathione, were
compromised in ASD cells and were further injured by exposure to
thimerosal. This research supports the notion that there is a genetic
component to thimerosal hypersensitivity and this hypersensitivity is found
in approximately a third of children with ASD.

DMSA chelation therapy was shown to be effective in
detoxifying a number of toxic metals including mercury and
resulted in marked improvement in behavioral effects of
autistic children. A six month trial of chelation therapy in
children with autism resulted in improved verbal and nonverbal communication, smell and touch, improvements in
relating to people and adaptation to change.

The study documents that exposure of infant rats to thimerosal on postnatal
days 7, 9, 11, 15 modeling the human infant vaccine schedule induced
lasting changes in critical brain amino acids which alters the balance
between excitatory and inhibitory amino acids in the brain, shifting it
toward excessive neuroexcitation and provides provides a plausible
mechanism whereby thimerosal exerts neurotoxic effects in the brain. The
authors go on to say that thimerosal—still present in pediatric vaccines in
many countries—causes a similar disturbance of excitatory and inhibitory
neurotransmitters in the brains of human infants, leading to neurotoxicity,
encephalopathies, and in consequence to neurodevelopmental disorders,
including autism. Elevated levels of both blood and brain glutamate levels
have been documented to occur in children with autism.

The study authors discuss 20 specific similarities between
mercury intoxication and autism brain pathologies. The
evidence suggests that mercury might be causal or
contributory in the brain pathology of autism, with a
possibility of synergistic interactions with other toxins or
pathogens.

Thimerosal significantly damaged the mitochondrial
membranes and DNA in human astrocytes and induced
oxidative stress, both of which are also documented to
occur in autism spectrum disorders. The enzyme caspase-3,
which signals cell death, was upregulated 5-fold in the
presence of thimerosal and mitochondrial membranes
showed significant depolarization and an increase in the
levels of mitochondrial DNA nicks and breaks.

Rat pups exposed to thimerosal levels in utero (similar to
the maternal flu shot) exhibited aberrant brain oxidative
stress (in the cerebellum) as well as autistic like behaviors.
These negative neurodevelopmental impacts were both sex
and rat strain dependant. Recent studies have implicated
cerebellar pathology in the etiology of ASD.

The authors review the route and cellular mechanisms of
mercury (Hg) exposure in autism; current research and
examples of possible genetic variables that are linked to
both Hg sensitivity and autism; the role Hg may play as an
environmental toxin fueling the oxidative stress found in
autism; the role of mitochondrial dysfunction; and the
possible role of Hg in abnormal neuroexcitory and
excitotoxity actions that may play a role in the immune
dysregulation found in autism.

The study authors investigated the National Health
Inventory Survey (a very large national database) and
found that boys receiving the full Hepatitis B series were 3
times as likely to receive an autism diagnosis as compared
to those not receiving any HepB vaccine (a statistically
significant finding). Non-white boys were found to have a
significantly worse outcome after Hep B vaccination.

In this study, the authors identify a statistically significant
level of mercury in red blood cells of autistic children
compared to non-autistic controls. When adjusted for age,
gender and date of collection, mercury levels were 90%
higher in autistic subjects than controls without autism.

The authors found that low dose injections of thimerosal
induced metallothione in the brains of mice. Based on
these findings, in combination with the brain pathology
observed in patients diagnosed with autism, the study
supports the biological plausibility for how low-dose
exposure to mercury from thimerosal-containing vaccines
may be associated with the development of autism.

The authors compared autistic children to matched control
children and found the autistic children had significantly
higher hair mercury levels. This phenomenon was seen
particularly in children who received thimerosal-containing
vaccines.

Three types of human cell lines were subjected to
increasing concentrations of thimerosal, along with other
toxic metal compounds. Thimerosal exhibited the greatest
toxicity in each of the cell lines tested and the damage was
similar to that observed in autism pathophysiologic studies.

The authors assessed mercury toxicity in a cohort of 28
children with autism. The cohort showed significantly higher
levels of urinary porphyrins associated with mercury toxicity
as well as decreased plasma levels of reduced glutathione,
cysteine and sulfate, indicating active mercury toxicity in
autistic children and an inability to detoxify heavy metals.

This study focused on correlations between overall body
burden of toxic metals, including mercury, and the severity
of the autistic disorder. Higher body burden associated
strongly with more severe cases of autistic disorder as did
low red blood cell levels of glutathione, a molecule that
plays a critical role in excreting mercury from the body.

This study focuses on biomarkers associated with mercury
detoxification. Autistic patients showed metabolic profiles
consistent with increased oxidative stress (including
increased levels of oxidized glutathione) and decreased
capacity to detoxify mercury as compared to matched
controls. Such findings are consistent with prior or ongoing
mercury exposure and a reduced capacity to effectively
excrete mercury from the body effectively.

The study authors found significantly increased risk ratios
for autism and autism spectrum disorders as a result of
exposure to mercury from thimerosal-containing vaccines
using the CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink, a robust database
of electronic medical records used for monitoring vaccine
safety.

Mothers receiving thimerosal containing Rho(D) immune
globulin injections while pregnant because they had Rh
negative blood type had a significantly higher rate of children
who developed autism. Overall, twice as much autism was
seen in children exposed to thimerosal prenatally when
compared to a control group of children who had no
prenatal exposure to thimerosal.

This paper explains how deficits in sulfur metabolism along
with toxic heavy metals exposure could lead to the
development of autistic disorder. It also points out genetic
mutations in sulfur metabolism that hinder heavy metals
detoxification occur more frequently in autistic patients.

This paper shows how high levels of glutathione protect
against thimerosal toxicity. Previous studies have shown
that autism is more common in individuals with lower
levels of plasma glutathione and, therefore, diminished
ability to detoxify thimerosal.
.

Children with autism showed significantly higher levels of
mercury in their baby teeth (2.1 fold higher or more than
double) than non-autistic controls, indicating high exposures
to mercury. Baby teeth are a good measure of cumulative
exposure to toxic metals during fetal development and early
infancy. This study suggests that children with autism had a
higher body burden of mercury during gestation and early
infancy than children without autism.

Children with autism were twice as likely as non-autistic
controls to be born to mothers who had Rh negative blood
type and thus were exposed to thimerosal via Rho(D)
immune globulin injections during pregnancy. In 1991 the
American College of Ob-Gyn made the universal
recommendation that all women with Rh negative blood
type (approximately 12% of the population) receive an
injection of Rho(D) immune globulin at 28 weeks gestation
to prevent Rh incompatibility disease in subsequent
pregnancies.

Eight autistic patients were found to be heavily
contaminated with mercury. They each excreted significant
amounts of mercury following chelation and all showed
biochemical evidence of decreased function in their
glutathione pathways. None of the subjects had known,
significant mercury exposure except from thimerosalcontaining vaccines/Rho(D)-immune globulin preparations.
In addition, all had alternate causes for their regressive ASDs
ruled out.

This study is a correction to a previous study that claimed
mercury levels in children’s blood did not correlate with the
presence of autism. In this reanalysis, Desoto shows clearly
that a statistically significant link appears between blood
mercury levels and autistic disorder in children.

This study shows significantly increased risk ratios for autism,
speech disorders, mental retardation, infantile spasms, and
thinking abnormalities reported to the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS) following exposure to
thimerosal-containing DTP vaccines in comparison to
thimerosal-free DTPH vaccines.

Children with autism were found to have statistically elevated levels
of urinary porphyrins that specifically show mercury toxicity due to
environmental exposure. This was a large study of 106 children with
autism compared to children with Asperger’s and control children.
Neither the Asperger’s or control group showed elevations in urinary
porphyrin levels.

This review article cites epidemiological, ecological,
biomolecular, toxicology, fetal toxicology and reproductive
health studies that signal the possible causal association
of thimerosal exposure and the development of
neurodevelopmental disorders in children.

The author of this study links large brain size in autism
with neuroinflammation. Neuroinflammation is a
hallmark of inorganic mercury deposited in the brain
tissue.

Infant macaques retained significantly higher levels of inorganic
mercury in their brain tissue when exposed to levels of thimerosal
resulting from exposure to in infant vaccines versus methylmercury
from fish. The half-life of the inorganic mercury resulting from
thimerosal exposure was indefinite, as it lasted much longer than the
overall testing period. The research literature cites a half-life of 27
years. Inorganic mercury in the brain of adult non-human primates
has been associated with an ongoing neuroinflammatory process
that is also well documented in brain tissue of individuals with
autism.

Thimerosal at levels comparable to infant exposure from
vaccines caused neuronal cell death through changing the
mitochondrial microenvironment. Thimerosal induced cell
death was associated with mitochondrial depolarization and a
significant level of reactive oxidative stress in the cells. Both
mitochondrial dysfunction and increased levels of oxidative
stress have been documented to occur in individuals with
autism.

The study authors report a mechanism for human cell death from
accumulation of organic and inorganic mercury in the mitochondria.
This was followed by cytochrome c leakage from the mitochondria
and caspase 9 activation, which induces mitochondrial
depolarization. Mitochondrial dysfunction is also a known comorbid condition associated with autism.

This study investigated the cellular response to thimerosal toxicity.
The authors reported a very profound decrease in intracellular
glutathione levels. Earlier research by this same author showed that
autistic children had significantly lower glutathione levels as
compared to neurotypical control children. Glutathione is the
bodies natural defense mechanism critical in removing
environmental toxicants. Low levels of glutathione in children with
autism make them more vulnerable to injury from mercury
exposure.

Children with autism have a diminished methylation capacity leading
to higher sustained levels of oxidative stress, due to deficiencies
primarily in glutathione. Thimerosal containing vaccines produce a
very high level of oxidative stress in the body upon administration.
Glutathione is essential in processing and effectively removing
mercury from the body. Low levels of glutathione put children with
autism at increased risk for neurological injury from exposure to
mercury.

This study shows that a novel growth factor signalling pathway
regulates methionine synthase (MS) activity and thereby modulates
methylation reactions. The potent inhibition of this pathway by
ethanol, lead, mercury, aluminum and thimerosal suggests that it
may be an important target of these neurodevelopmental toxins.
Abnormalities in the methionine synthase pathway have previously
been implicated in the development of autism.

Specific mouse strains showing autoimmune disease sensitivity
exhibited autistic behaviors and autistic-like brain pathologies after
being exposed to thimerosal. A comparison mouse strain without a
genetic predisposition to autoimmunity did not exhibit these
abnormal behaviors or neurological features after thimerosal
exposure. This study supports the notion of a genetic susceptibility
to thimerosal resulting in neurological injury. It has also been
hypothesized that a subset of children may be more vulnerable to
exposure to thimerosal which is why not all children exposed are
harmed.

This study shows that autistic children are poor excreters of
mercury via hair, which is a normal physiological mode of mercury
detoxification. Thus, autistic children subjected to mercury
exposure would likely experience a longer, sustained toxicological
effect. Demographic data from this investigation also found a highly
significant findings (p<0.0002) that 43 out of 94 (46%) of the
mothers of children with autism had received Rho-D products
during the pregnancy compared to only 4 out of 34 (12%) of the
control mothers. A majority of these products contained
thimerosal.

The study authors found that thimerosal exposure at micromolar levels
initiates a cascade of events leading to cell death in human neurons and
fibroblasts. Cell death is preceded by DNA breakage, caspase-3 activation
and mitochondrial membrane depolarization. The levels of thimerosal
exposure in this study were less than four times the levels received that were
administered to infants up to 6 months of age receiving the CDC
recommended schedule of vaccines in the 1990’s.

Overall mercury burden, determined by urinary mercury
concentrations following a chelation challenge, was significantly higher
in children with autism as compared to matched non-autistic control
children. The mercury burden in vaccinated autistic children was 590%
greater than in vaccinated non-autistic controls. This difference was
statistically significant.

In this case study, an 11-month-old boy regressed into a syndrome
with autism-like features after exposure to elemental mercury via a
broken thermometer. Symptoms improved after he was treated for
acrodynia ( a mercury induced illness) with chelation therapy and by
two years of age, he was considered to be developmentally normal.

The study found “little” difference between methylmercury (from
eating fish and environmental exposures) and ethylmercury
(breakdown product of thimerosal) toxicity to cells counter to CDC
sponsored studies that declared that ethylmercury was the “safe
mercury” in contrast to methyl mercury.

This study shows that thimerosal causes cell death in T lymphocytes
(immune cells) via a mitochondrial depolarization mechanism.
Mitochondrial depolarization is a hallmark of mitochondrial
dysfunction which affects up to 30% of children with autism.

This paper reports that traits of autism spectrum disorders are
known to arise from mercury exposure, onset of autistic symptoms
are temporally associated with administration of mercury
containing vaccines, the increasing prevalence of autism follows
the introduction of of mercury containing vaccines in infants, and
elevated levels of mercury have been documented in autistic
children.

The researchers report that several dozen signs and symptoms of
mercury poisoning were identical to the symptoms used to define
and diagnose autism. A comprehensive analysis is included on the
comordities of autism and their corresponding analogs due to
mercury exposure.

This study investigated prenatal, perinatal and postnatal factors that might
contribute to autism. One of the significant findings was a higher than
expected incidence of Rh negative blood type in the mothers of the children
diagnosed with autism. A vast majority of Rho(D) immune globulins
administered to women with Rh negative blood type during pregnancy
contained thimerosal.

This original version of the Verstraeten et al. paper shows a 7.6-fold
risk of an autism diagnosis for children exposed to thimerosal in the
first month of life compared to unexposed controls. Prior to the
final publication of the paper statistical methods were altered
which resulted in a decrease in the statistical power of the study to
detect associations. The author of the paper labeled the study
results as being neutral and called for more research. This study is
often touted by the CDC as being evidence that thimerosal
exposure is not associated with autism.

